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Abstract

Understanding ethnic differences in pain is important for addressing disparities in pain care. A 

common belief is that African Americans are hyposensitive to pain compared to Whites, but 

African Americans show increased pain sensitivity in clinical and laboratory settings. The 

neurobiological mechanisms underlying these differences are unknown. We studied an ethnicity/

gender-balanced sample of African Americans, Hispanics, and non-Hispanic Whites using fMRI 

during thermal pain. Higher pain report in African Americans was mediated by discrimination and 

increased fronto-striatal circuit activations associated with pain rating, discrimination, 

experimenter trust, and extra-nociceptive aspects of pain elsewhere. In contrast, the Neurologic 

Pain Signature, a neuromarker sensitive and specific to nociceptive pain, mediated painful heat 

effects on pain report largely similarly in African American and other groups. Findings identify a 

brain basis for higher pain in African Americans related to interpersonal context and extra-

nociceptive central pain mechanisms, and suggest that nociceptive pain processing may be similar 

across ethnicities.

A common belief since the time of American slavery is that African Americans feel less 

pain than Whites1. This belief has been related to under-treatment of pain in African 

Americans2, which contributes to widespread and persistent racial and ethnic health 

disparities3. Paradoxically, African Americans, and in some cases Hispanics, actually report 

more pain than non-Hispanic Whites in both clinical4 and laboratory5,6 settings. In order to 
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reduce pain assessment and treatment disparities, we need to better understand the 

mechanisms contributing to higher pain sensitivity amongst African Americans.

Ethnic differences in pain sensitivity may be related to multiple factors7–9. Higher pain 

reported by African Americans may be due in part to variation in the basic sensory and 

affective processes specific to pain. Findings of less effective descending pain 

modulation4,10,11 and lower prevalence of antinociceptive genetic variants related to the 

endogenous opioid system in African Americans compared to non-Hispanic Whites12 

suggest potential differences in nociceptive sensitivity. Higher pain reported by African 

Americans may also be due in part to extra-nociceptive aspects of pain, including 

sociocultural variation in life experiences that affect how people value, explain, and respond 

to (e.g. avoid or cope with) pain7, and how they respond to the contexts in which pain 

sensitivity is assessed (i.e., laboratory tests). African Americans experience higher 

incidences of discrimination13,14 and stressful and traumatic life events15 compared to non-

Hispanic Whites, and engage in increased hypervigilance16, pain catastrophizing16, and 

religious pain coping17. In particular, increased hypervigilance16 and discrimination18–21 

have been associated with higher reported pain amongst African Americans.

The relative contributions of these nociceptive and extra-nociceptive factors to ethnic 

differences in pain sensitivity are still unclear. Brain imaging can help resolve this confusion 

by providing measures of the multiple central nociceptive and extra-nociceptive systems that 

contribute to pain processing22. Here we use fMRI during experimental thermal pain 

induction (Fig. 1) in conjunction with a battery of sociocultural measures to test whether 

potential nociceptive and extra-nociceptive mechanisms differ across ethnic groups and 

relate to ethnic group differences in pain. We recruited a diverse sample of N = 88 

participants consisting of 28 African Americans, 30 Hispanic Americans, and 30 non-

Hispanic White Americans (see Table 1 for sample characteristics). This sample size 

provides adequate power to detect racial/ethnic differences in pain report and neural 

responses in the range of published effect sizes in the behavioral and neuroimaging 

literature6,23 (see Methods for power calculations).

To examine sociocultural contributors to pain processing we tested whether a range of 

sociocultural factors previously found to influence pain mediated group differences in pain 

ratings. We also searched across the brain for regions that (a) responded differently to 

painful heat across ethnic groups, and (b) exhibited relationships with pain ratings and 

sociocultural factors such as perceived discrimination. If ethnic differences in pain are due in 

part to enhanced pain valuation and avoidance motivation elicited in response to a more 

adverse sociocultural context, we would expect to find heightened activity and relationships 

with pain ratings and sociocultural measures in brain systems related to extra-nociceptive 

aspects of pain. One such system is the pathway connecting the ventromedial prefrontal 

cortex (vmPFC) and nucleus accumbens (NAc), which has been shown to be involved in 

emotion regulation24,25, pain valuation26,27, and pain chronification28, and can exhibit 

changes in response to chronic stress29.

To examine nociceptive sensitivity, we looked at activity in brain regions previously linked 

to nociception (e.g. SII and dorsal posterior insula (dpINS)22,30) in whole-brain analyses and 
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tested responses in a multivariate fMRI activity pattern that closely tracks the intensity and 

affect of evoked nociceptive pain31, termed the “Neurologic Pain Signature” (NPS). The 

NPS does not explain all aspects of pain, but is sensitive and specific to pain in the 90–100% 

range across multiple fMRI studies (for a review see32). It provides an objective measure 

that responds strongly to pain evoked by noxious input in particular, but not to several types 

of psychological ‘pain’ and negative emotion33–35. If African Americans are more sensitive 

to pain than non-Hispanic Whites due in part to enhanced nociceptive input (e.g., receptor 

genetics or reduced descending inhibition), then we would expect brain systems related to 

nociception and pain affect, including the NPS, to (a) exhibit heightened activity in African 

Americans and (b) mediate ethnicity-related increases in pain ratings.

We found that higher pain in African Americans was paralleled by a steeper dose-response 

relationship between noxious stimulus intensity and activity in brain regions related to 

emotion regulation and valuation, including the vmPFC and NAc, which correlated with 

pain ratings, perceived discrimination, and reduced trust in the experimenter. Furthermore, 

the vmPFC-NAc pathway mediated the relationship between painful stimulus intensity and 

pain ratings in African American participants, but not non-African American participants 

(Hispanic or non-Hispanic White). In contrast, the NPS tracked increases in noxious 

stimulus intensity in all three ethnic groups, with no evidence for elevated responses in 

African American participants, and moderate evidence in support of the null hypothesis of 

equivalence among ethnic groups. Furthermore, we found moderate evidence that the NPS 

mediated the dose-response relationship between painful stimulus intensity and pain rating 

equivalently between African American and non-African American participants. These NPS 

findings suggested that nociceptive pain processing is likely similar across ethnic groups. 

Taken together, our findings identify a brain basis for higher pain in African Americans 

related to sociocultural context and extra-nociceptive central pain mechanisms, suggesting 

that interventions geared towards reducing discrimination and increasing clinician trust may 

be promising ways to mitigate ethnic disparities in pain.

Results

African American Participants Report Pain as More Intense and Unpleasant Than Non-
Hispanic White and Hispanic Participants

Participants continuously rated moment-to-moment pain intensity during thermal 

stimulation at three intensity levels (Low (L) = 47, Medium (M) = 48, High (H) = 49°C) (see 

Methods for details about within-trial pain intensity rating). All stimulus intensities were 

above the median temperature associated with reported pain in prior studies31 and the 

activation of specific nociceptors36 (>45 °C). On average, participants rated the maximum 

pain intensity for each temperature between 17 (Moderate) and 53 (Very Strong) on the 0–

100 generalized labeled magnitude scale (L: M =32.10, SD = 20.22; M: M = 41.94, SD = 

20.36; H: M =50.34, SD = 21.20). As expected, the area under the curve of within-trial pain 

intensity rating (hereafter referred to as ‘pain rating’) increased with increasing temperature, 

showing a dose-response relationship (t(84) = 17.02, p < .001, b = 6.68, 95% confidence 

interval (CI) = [5.92, 7.44]; Fig. 2a), and this effect was seen in each ethnic group when 

analyzed separately (all p < .001; Fig. 2a; Supplementary Table 1). See Extended Data 
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Figure 1 for graphs of raw continuous pain rating data. Consistent with prior studies of 

experimental and clinical pain4–6, we found that African American (AA) participants rated 

their pain as more intense than Hispanic American (HA) and White American (WA) 

participants (t(84) = 2.79, p = .01, b = 9.73, CI = [2.97, 16.49]; Fig. 2a left graph), and 

exhibited a steeper dose-response relationship between noxious stimulus intensity and pain 

rating (t(84) = 2.50, p = .01, b = 2.12, CI = [.47, 3.78]; Fig. 2a right graph). Comparing HA 

versus WA participants yielded no statistically significant difference in pain rating or the 

dose-response relationship between stimulus intensity and pain (all p > .8, Fig. 2a, 

Supplementary Table 1). A similar pattern of results was found for post-trial pain intensity 

and unpleasantness ratings (Fig. 2b, Supplementary Table 1, see Methods for post-trial 

rating details). Some of the post-trial rating results, however, were only marginally 

significant (.05 < p < .1), likely due to the fact that we only had 1/4 the number of post-trial 

ratings as within-trial continuous pain intensity ratings.

African American Participants Report Higher Discrimination and Lower Trust in 
Experimenter

Among 19 sociocultural measures hypothesized to potentially help explain observed group 

differences in pain rating, only three significantly differed between AA and non-AA (HA + 

WA) participants after correcting for 19 statistical tests (Bonferroni, p < .003). Compared to 

WA and HA participants, AA participants reported having experienced more incidences of 

daily and major discrimination (t(80)= 5.58, p < .001 (corrected), b = 8.74, CI = [5.62, 

11.86]), having more frequently responded to discrimination (e.g., by filing a complaint; 

referred to hereafter as ‘response to discrimination’) (t(78) = 3.60, p = .01 (corrected), b = 

1.45, CI = [.65, 2.26]), and feeling less trust in the experimenter (the same White male in his 

mid-30s for all participants) (t(83) = −3. 49, p = .01 (corrected), b = −3.89, CI = [−6.11, 

−1.67]). AA participants did not statistically significantly differ from WA and HA 

participants in other hypothesized contributors to ethnic differences in pain report, including 

socioeconomic status, stressful life events, hypervigilance, and pain catastrophizing (see 

Supplementary Table 2 for group means and statistics for all measures). Thus, discrimination 

history and trust in the experimenter were the most likely sociocultural candidate mediators 

to explain the higher pain ratings of the AA group.

History of Discrimination Mediates Higher Pain Intensity Ratings by African American 
Participants

Among the three candidate mediators, only participants’ history of responding to 

discrimination (‘Response to discrimination’ in Fig. 2c–d) significantly mediated the 

relationship between their ethnicity and their pain ratings both on average (path ab: z = 2.12, 

p = .03, b = 2.17, CI = [1.34, 3.42]) and their dose-response relationship with painful 

stimulus intensity (path ab: z = 2.55, p = .01, b = 1.34, CI = [.90, 1.89]; Fig. 2d; 

Supplementary Table 3). Analyses decomposing these mediation effects into their 

component parts showed that frequency of responding to discrimination was higher in AA 

participants than in WA and HA participants (path a; average pain model: z = 2.92, p = .004, 

b = 1.26, CI = [.98, 1.54]; dose-response model: z = 3.46, p < .001, b = 1.42, CI = [1.16, 

1.69]). Participant’s frequency of responding to discrimination in turn predicted higher pain 

ratings (path b; z = 2.00, p = .05, b = 1.67, CI = [1.07, 2.03]) and a steeper dose-response 
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relationship with stimulus intensity (path b; z = 2.35, p = .02, b = .94, CI = [.61, 1.19]), 

controlling for participant ethnicity. Together, these findings suggest that a history of 

responding to discrimination may predispose individuals to react more strongly to physically 

painful stimuli.

Fronto-striatal Regions are More Responsive to Increases in Painful Heat in African 
American Participants

Next, we used a whole-brain voxel-wise general linear model (GLM) analysis to test 

whether the higher levels of pain intensity reported by AA participants were accompanied 

by brain systems that responded differently to painful heat or exhibited a different dose-

response relationship with stimulus intensity in AA versus HA and WA participants. A set of 

brain regions associated with the extra-nociceptive rather than nociceptive aspects of pain 

exhibited a steeper dose-response relationship with painful stimulus intensity in AA 

participants compared to HA and WA participants. These regions included fronto-striatal 

regions previously associated with pain valuation26,27, modulation24,25, and 

chronification28: the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), medial prefrontal cortex 

(mPFC), and bilateral nucleus accumbens (NAc), as well as bilateral portions of the middle 

frontal gyrus (mFG) (Fig. 3a; Supplementary Table 4; all voxel-wise results reported are 

significant at an FDR corrected threshold of q < .05 (p < .000047)). Data from each of these 

regions is shown in Fig. 3b. Tests of average activity across stimulus intensity levels did not 

reveal any regions that responded statistically significantly differently in AA compared to 

HA and WA participants at FDR q < .05.

During Painful Heat, Higher Activity in Fronto-striatal Regions Mediates Higher Pain 
Ratings in African American Participants

Next, we used multilevel mediation analyses to test whether activity within the regions 

showing stronger dose-response effects of painful heat in the AA group in the whole-brain 

analysis (vmPFC, mPFC, NAc, and mFG) mediated the relationship between painful 

stimulus intensity and trial-by-trial pain rating. These models included moderated mediation 

effects to test whether this stimulus-brain-pain relationship differed between the AA and 

other groups (HA and WA), paralleling behavioral findings on pain reports. We found that 

activity within the mPFC, mFG, and NAc clusters each partially mediated the relationship 

between painful stimulus intensity and pain ratings (path ab; mPFC: z = 3.31, p < .001, b = 

10.47, CI = [3.93, 17.55], Fig. 4a; NAc: z = 2.20, p = .03, b=7.67, CI = [.61, 14.29]; mFG: z 
= 2.87, p = .004, b = 9.12, CI = [2.62, 15.39]; All, Supplementary Table 5). Furthermore, we 

found that the mPFC mediated painful heat effects on pain rating to a greater degree in the 

AA group than in the HA and WA groups (z = 2.00, p = .046, b = 17.88, CI = [1.22, 43.33], 

i.e., ethnicity was a significant moderator (Fig. 4a, Supplementary Table 5).

Analyses decomposing the mediation effects of the mPFC, mFG, and NAc into their 

component parts showed that, as expected from the whole-brain analysis, activity within 

each of these regions increased with increasing stimulus intensity across all groups on 

average (path a; mPFC: z = 3.49, p < .001, b = 0.08, CI = 0.04 to 0.11; NAc: z = 3.36, p 
< .001, b =0.09, CI = 0.05 to 0.11; mFG: z = 3.67, p < .001, b = 0.05, CI = 0.02 to 0.08). 

This stimulus intensity-brain (path a) relationship was stronger for the AA group than the 
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HA and WA groups in the mFG (z = 2.59, p = .01, b = 0.08, CI = [0.02, 0.15]) and 

marginally stronger in the mPFC (z = 1.67, p = .10, b = 0.07, CI = [−0.02, 0.15]) 

(Supplementary Table 5). The relationships between brain responses in the mPFC, mFG, and 

NAc and trial-by-trial pain rating controlling for painful stimulus intensity (path b) were not 

statistically significant in the group overall (marginal in NAc: z = 1.55, p = .12, b = 64.61, 

CI = [−15.98, 144.82]). However, when not controlling for stimulus intensity in a separate 

linear mixed effects regression analysis, activity in the MFG (t(84) = 2.58, p = .01, b =.002, 

CI = [.0005, .004]), NAc (t(84) = 3.84, p < .001, b = .004, CI = [.002, .006]), and mPFC 

(marginal, t(84) = 1.92, p = .06, b =.002, CI = [−.00007, .005]) had positive relationships 

with pain rating, which was stronger in the MFG for AA compared to non-AA participants 

(t(84) = 2.33, p = .02, b = .004, CI = [.0005, .008]). Additionally, there were significant 

correlations between paths a and b in the mediation analysis across individuals (mPFC: r(86) 

= .34, p = .001, Fig. 4a; NAc: r(86) = .24, p = .03; mFG: r(86) = .33, p = .002), revealing 

significant inter-individual heterogeneity in their relationships with pain. This means that 

individuals who showed particularly strong stimulus intensity-dependent increases in the 

fronto-striatal brain mediators also showed stronger positive effects of fronto-striatal activity 

on pain. The significant multi-level mediations are driven by a combination of average path 

a and b effects and their correlation across individuals. The moderated mediation in the 

mPFC indicates that individual differences in the role of mPFC in pain are explained in part 

by participants’ ethnicities, with AA participants having the strongest pro-pain function of 

this frontal region.

Finally, previous studies have identified vmPFC-NAc connectivity as important for pain 

valuation26,27 and chronification28, but the two-path mediation results above do not speak to 

whether vmPFC and NAc form a functional pathway here. Using a three-path mediation 

analysis37,38, we tested (a) whether there is significant connectivity between the vmPFC and 

NAc clusters, and (b) whether this putative functional pathway mediated the relationship 

between painful stimulus intensity and trial-by-trial pain ratings the AA and non-AA (HA + 

WA) groups. Across all participants and in both the AA and non-AA groups separately, the 

vmPFC and NAc were significantly positively correlated (path b2, Fig. 4b, Supplementary 

Table 6, all p < .001), suggesting that they form a functional pathway. The vmPFC-NAc 

pathway mediated the relationship between painful stimulus intensity and pain rating in the 

AA group (z = −2.11, p = .035, b = −1.72, CI = [−2.28, −1.23]), but not the non-AA group 

(z = −.51, p = .61, b = −.34, CI = [−.77, .10]); Fig. 4b). Unfortunately, moderated 3-path 

mediation is not yet implemented in the toolbox, therefore a direct comparison of these 

effects between the AA and non-AA groups was not possible. Analysis across all 

participants showed a mixture of the two effects, with a trend-level mediation effect (z = 

−1.66, p = .10, b = −.83, CI = [−1.17, −.50]; Extended Data Figure 2). Together, these 

findings suggest that heightened responses to pain in a fronto-striatal pathway connecting 

vmPFC and NAc represent a brain mechanism underlying the higher pain rating observed in 

the AA group.
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During Painful Heat, Higher Activity in Fronto-striatal Regions is Related to More 
Discrimination and Less Trust

We also conducted follow-up exploratory analyses of the relationship between the candidate 

sociocultural mediators described above (discrimination frequency, response to 

discrimination, and trust in the experimenter) within each region showing stronger dose-

response effects of painful heat in the AA group in the whole-brain analysis (vmPFC, 

mPFC, NAc, and mFG). Within these regions we looked for relationships with both average 

activity during painful heat and the dose-response effect of painful stimulus intensity. We 

considered main effects or interactions that survived correction for multiple comparisons 

across sociocultural mediators, ROIs, and pain metrics (Bonferroni, p < .002, 30 tests). We 

found that average activity during painful heat within the NAc cluster increased with 

increasing discrimination frequency (t(75) = 3.49, p = .02 (corrected), b = .03, CI = 

[.01, .04]), and that this relationship was stronger for the AA group (t(75)= 2.19, p = .03, b 
= .04, CI = [.003, .07]; Fig. 5). Tests of each group separately showed a positive relationship 

in the AA group (t(21) = 2.72, p = .01, b = .05, CI= [.01, .09) and a marginally positive 

relationship in the HA group (t(25) = 1.72, p =.1, b = .02, CI = [−.003, .04] (Fig. 5). 

Together, these findings suggest that the NAc may become sensitized to painful stimuli in 

those with a history of negative social treatment.

There was also a trust by group interaction within the NAc and mPFC clusters, such that 

average activity during painful heat within the NAc (t(78) = −4.00, p = .004 (corrected), b = 

−.08, CI = [−.12, −.04]) and mPFC (t(78)= −3.33, p = .04 (corrected), b = −.1, CI = [−.15, 

−.04]) was stronger for those with lower trust in the experimenter, particularly for the AA 

compared to the WA and HA groups. This finding suggests that trust may have buffered 

against pain-related activation of these regions in AA participants who trusted the 

experimenter more. Tests in each group separately revealed that NAc activity was 

(marginally) strongest in AA participants with the least trust in the experimenter t(24) −1.95, 

p = .06, b = −.04, CI = [−.09, .002]), whereas it was strongest in HA, (t(26) = 2.73, p = .01, b 
= .04, CI = [.009, .07]) and WA(t(24) = 2.13, p = .04, b =.03, CI = [.001, .07]) participants 

with the most trust. mPFC activity was also (marginally) strongest in AA participants with 

the least trust in the experimenter (t(24) = −1.99, p = .06, b = −.06, CI = [−.11, .002]. We did 

not find any statistically significant relationships between the third sociocultural mediator, 

response to discrimination, and average brain responses to painful heat. We also did not find 

any statistically significant relationships between any of the sociocultural mediators and the 

dose-response effect of stimulus intensity when correcting for multiple comparisons 

(Bonferroni, p < .002, 30 tests).

Neurologic Pain Signature Responses to Painful Heat are Likely Similar Across Ethnic 
Groups

Next we conducted a more sensitive test (compared to the whole-brain analysis) for ethnic 

group differences in nociception sensitive brain systems using the Neurologic Pain Signature 

(NPS)31 (Fig. 6a). Replicating our previous findings32, the NPS responded more strongly 

with increasing painful stimulus intensity (t(84) = 8.11, p < .001, b = 4.01, CI = [3.10, 5.01]; 

Fig. 5b). The linear dose-response effect of stimulus intensity on NPS response was seen in 

each ethnic group when analyzed separately (all p < .01; Supplementary Table 7). 
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Furthermore, there were no statistically significant differences among ethnic groups in the 

response of the NPS to painful heat on average ([AA – (HA+ WA)]: t(83) = −.92, p= .36, b = 

−2.93, CI = [−9.54, 3.40]; [HA-WA]: t(83) = .70, p = .49, b = 1.25, CI = [−2.22, 4.78]) or in 

the dose-response relationship of the NPS with painful stimulus intensity ([AA – (HA+ 

WA)]: t(84) = −.07, p= .94, b = −.08, CI = [−2.32, 2.04]; [HA-WA]: t(84) = .09, p = .93, b 
= .05, CI = [−1.13, 1.24]. Follow-up estimation of Bayes factors for these tests provided 

moderate evidence (ranging from 5.62–8.47:1 in favor of the null hypotheses) in support of 

equivalence across ethnic groups in the NPS response ([AA – (HA+ WA)]: BF01 = 5.62; 

[HA-WA]: BF01 = 6.70) and the dose-response effect of painful stimulus intensity ([AA – 

(HA+ WA)]: BF01 = 8.47; [HA-WA]: BF01 = 8.46). The combination of positive findings for 

NPS temperature effects and moderate evidence in favor of the null hypothesis of 

equivalence of NPS responses across ethnic groups suggests that nociceptive pain systems 

likely operate similarly across ethnicities, and demonstrates that (a) our fMRI measures are 

roughly equally sensitive and (b) our hemodynamic model fits equally well across ethnic 

groups.

The Neurologic Pain Signature Mediates Dose-response Relationship between Painful 
Stimulus Intensity and Pain Rating Similarly between African American and non-African 
American Groups

Finally, we tested whether NPS mediated the relationship between painful stimulus intensity 

and trial-by-trial pain rating, and whether it did so differently in the AA and non-AA (HA + 

WA) groups. Consistent with our prior work, we found that the NPS positively mediated the 

relationship between painful stimulus intensity and pain rating (z = 3.38, p < .001, b = 20.03, 

CI = [9.31, 31.42]; Fig. 6c; Supplementary Table 8). Importantly, there was no statistically 

significant difference in this effect between AA and non-AA (HA + WA) groups (z = −0.14, 

p = 0.89, b = −1.76, CI = [−24.61, 23.04]. Follow-up Bayes factor estimation provided 

moderate evidence (BF01=8.41) in support of the null hypothesis of equivalence between 

AA and non-AA participants in the NPS mediation of the relationship between painful 

stimulus intensity and pain rating. Interestingly, the NPS mediation of the relationship 

between painful stimulus intensity and pain rating was weaker in the HA compared to WA 

groups (z = −2.09, p = .04, b = −11.41, CI = [−23.86 to 0.75].

Decomposing the mediation into its component parts showed that, as expected from the 

regression analysis on NPS responses, increases in painful stimulus intensity produced 

significant increases in NPS responses (path a: z = 3.85, p < .001, b = 3.69, CI = [2.94, 

4.49]), which did not statistically significantly differ between AA and non-AA groups (p 
> .4, Table S5). There was also a significant positive relationship between NPS responses 

and trial-by-trial pain rating controlling for painful stimulus intensity (path b) such that as 

NPS responses increased, pain intensity ratings increased (z = 3.59, p < .001, b = 6.55, CI = 

[3.04, 10.46]. This effect also did not statistically significantly differ between AA and non-

AA groups (p > .3, Table S5). The NPS also had a strong positive relationship with pain 

rating (t(84)= 5.94, p < .001, b =.14, CI = [.10, .19]) when not controlling for stimulus 

intensity in a separate linear mixed effects regression analysis. However, when not 

controlling for painful stimulus intensity, the NPS-pain relationship was weaker in the AA 

than non-AA groups, (t(84) −3.02, p = .003, b =−.14, CI = [−.23, −.05]. This interaction with 
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participant ethnicity suggests that extra-nociceptive brain systems may have contributed to 

the stimulus intensity-dependent aspects of pain rating to a greater degree in AA than non-

AA participants. This result is consistent with our finding of stronger dose-response effects 

of painful heat in fronto-striatal regions outside the NPS in the AA group in the whole-brain 

analysis. Together, these findings suggest that that the brain system represented by the NPS, 

which receives nociceptive input from the spinothalamic and spinoreticular pathways and is 

particularly strongly associated with evoked pain, is unlikely to underlie the higher pain 

reported by AA participants. Additionally, we did not find statistically significant 

relationships between any of the candidate sociocultural mediators and NPS pattern 

expression or the dose-NPS pattern expression relationship when correcting for multiple 

comparisons (Bonferroni, p < .05, 30 tests), providing no positive evidence that the NPS was 

related to the sociocultural factors that mediated ethnic differences in pain rating.

Discussion

African Americans consistently exhibit increased pain sensitivity compared to non-Hispanic 

Whites in clinical and laboratory settings4–6. The neurobiological mechanisms underlying 

these differences are unknown, though they likely contribute to the persistence of ethnic 

disparities in pain diagnosis and treatment. We replicated findings of higher pain report 

amongst African Americans compared to Hispanic and non-Hispanic Whites4–6, and found 

that the frequency of responding to discrimination mediated ethnic differences in pain 

report. Higher pain report amongst AA participants was accompanied by differences in brain 

activation during pain that were not shared with other ethnic groups, some of which 

mediated ethnic group differences in pain report. Specifically, fronto-striatal regions 

previously associated with pain valuation26,27, regulation24,25,39, and chronification28 

(vmPFC, mPFC, and NAc) exhibited a stronger dose-response effect of painful stimulus 

intensity in AA participants compared to HA and WA participants. Furthermore, activity 

within the vmPFC-NAc pathway mediated the relationship between painful stimulus 

intensity and pain ratings in AA participants but not non-AA (HA + WA) participants. NAc 

activity correlated with individual differences in discrimination frequency across groups, and 

NAc and mPFC activity correlated more positively with low experimenter trust in AA 

participants than non-AA participants. In contrast, the NPS, a multivariate signature 

associated with nociceptive pain, tracked painful stimulus intensity in each ethnic group 

separately (with roughly equivalent effect sizes) and mediated stimulus intensity effects on 

pain, as in previous studies31. However, NPS responses to painful stimuli and mediation 

effects did not statistically significantly differ between AA and non-AA groups and we 

found moderate evidence of their equivalence in Bayes Factor analyses. We also found no 

positive evidence that NPS responses were related to discrimination or trust. Together these 

findings suggest that the nociceptive pathways comprising the NPS (most notably specific 

portions of posterior insula, medial and lateral thalamus, anterior cingulate, and anterior and 

mid-insula) show largely similar sensitivity across ethnic groups, and the drivers of ethnic 

differences in pain sensitivity likely arise elsewhere.

There is some evidence that higher pain reports in African Americans may be a learned 

behavior in response to a history of inadequate pain treatment, which has been found to 

characterize minority medical interactions40–42. Thus, the increased pain reported by 
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African Americans compared to Hispanic and Non-Hispanic Whites could be directly 

related to pain report as an interpersonal, communicative behavior. However, our findings 

that fronto-striatal brain regions play an important role in increased pain report in AA 

participants suggest that ethnic differences in pain report are unlikely to arise solely at the 

level of communicative decision-making. Rather these differences may rely, at least in part, 

on evaluative mechanisms that are linked to pain independent of stimulus intensity32,38 and 

play a role in psychological responses to and modulation of pain, particularly as pain 

becomes chronic. Specifically, the vmPFC and NAc regions involved in ethnic differences in 

pain report have not typically been found to track experimentally induced pain intensity38,43 

(as replicated here in WA and HA participants) but do track intensity of pain once it has 

become chronic34,43,44. Additionally, activity in the vmPFC is higher and vmPFC-insula 

connectivity is greater in patients with fibromyalgia45,46 and failed back surgery 

syndrome47, suggesting a shift from an ‘anti-pain’ role for the vmPFC in healthy individuals 

to a ‘pro-pain’ role in pain patients. Thus, the pattern of fronto-striatal responses to pain seen 

in AA participants in the present study resembles the pattern of fronto-striatal responses to 

pain seen in chronic pain patients.

Our findings suggest that the link between chronic pain and ethnic differences in pain 

sensitivity may lie in the chronic stress associated with discrimination. Discrimination has 

been consistently associated with chronic stress and other adverse health outcomes in 

African Americans and other minority groups in both theoretical models of minority health 

disparities48–52 and empirical studies48,49,53–56. The mPFC/vmPFC-NAc pathway has also 

been found to undergo plasticity as a result of chronic stress29, and activity within this 

pathway predicts the transition to chronic pain28, a disorder also associated with previous 

stress, trauma, and early life adversity57. Furthermore, activity in the vmPFC and nearby 

mPFC shows increased connectivity with nociceptive regions (insula) when pain is 

uncontrollable and thus more stressful58, and mPFC/vmPFC activity has been shown to be 

related to pain catastrophizing59, anticipatory anxiety60, and negatively correlated with 

placebo analgesia60. Thus, the higher pain-related mPFC, vmPFC, and NAc activity and 

vmPFC-NAc mediation of the stimulus-pain relationship we observed in AA participants 

may be related to the chronic stress associated with discrimination and resulting altered 

appraisals of painful stimuli as more threatening, more potentially damaging, and less 

controllable. This hypothesis is further supported by our findings of higher levels of 

discrimination in the AA group and a positive relationship between activity in the NAc 

during pain and perceived discrimination.

It is also plausible that the higher pain sensitivity we and others have observed in AA 

compared to WA participants may be related to previous negative experiences with medical 

care in particular, which are more common in African American compared to non-Hispanic 

White American populations61. Although we did not measure participants’ previous 

experiences with medical care directly, this hypothesis is supported by the relationship 

between average NAc and mPFC activity during painful heat and low trust in the 

experimenter that we observed in AA participants to a greater degree than in HA and WA 

participants, who showed the opposite pattern when tested separately. Together, these 

findings support the hypothesis that increased exposure to stressful life experiences such as 

discrimination, and accompanying changes in brain systems related to pain valuation, 
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modulation, and chronification may contribute to heightened pain report in African 

Americans compared to non-Hispanic White Americans. These findings set the stage for 

future work specifically aimed at understanding the role discrimination plays in pain 

disparities, how this might be related to experiences with medical care, and what 

interventions might affect both brain and behavioral manifestations of higher pain 

sensitivity.

Our findings also contribute to an understanding of other potential sources of ethnic 

variations in pain sensitivity. Previous studies have suggested physiological variation in 

peripheral and central mechanisms of nociception as a likely cause of higher pain sensitivity 

in African Americans4,10–12,62,63. However, our finding of moderate evidence in support of 

equivalent expression of the NPS pattern across the AA, HA and WA groups, as well as 

moderate evidence of equivalent NPS mediation of the stimulus intensity-pain relationship 

between the AA and non-AA groups challenges that view, and suggests that nociceptive 

contributions to pain may be largely similar across these different ethnic groups. The only 

NPS effects related to ethnicity were a weaker mediation of the stimulus-pain relationship in 

HA compared to WA participants and a weaker relationship between NPS pattern expression 

and pain ratings in AA compared to non-AA participants when not controlling for painful 

stimulus intensity, though the NPS-pain relationship did not statistically significantly differ 

across ethnic groups when controlling for stimulus intensity. These findings converge with 

our whole-brain findings of stronger dose-response effects of painful heat in fronto-striatal 

regions outside the NPS in the AA group to suggest that fronto-striatal systems that are not 

nociceptive and outside the NPS contribute more to pain ratings in African Americans 

compared to non-Hispanic Whites.

One reason the NPS may not capture all of the neural features contributing to pain ratings in 

African Americans is that although the training sample for the NPS reflected roughly 

nationally representative ethnic diversity64 (79% Caucasian, 5% Hispanic, and 16% African 

American), it still contained a majority of White Americans23. Thus, although recent studies 

in our labs and others have found the NPS generalizes across ethnically and geographically 

diverse samples from North America, Europe, and Asia65–67, the present study adds to our 

understanding of the aspects of the NPS that may and may not generalize to non-White 

American samples. Future studies should focus on models of activity in fronto-striatal 

systems that contribute to pain independent of the NPS, and which may account for 

variability in pain sensitivity across ethnic groups.

Our findings of neural differences related to sociocultural factors are in line with a growing 

literature in cultural neuroscience. This literature has demonstrated differences in brain 

function underlying cultural variation in a variety of social and cognitive domains including 

emotion processing, perception of the self and others, sensory perception, and attention (for 

reviews see68,69). Our findings extend these cultural neuroscience findings by demonstrating 

that sociocultural variability can also be seen in brain systems connected to health 

outcomes70. Our findings also provide important evidence against the counterfactual and 

damaging view held by both clinicians and lay people that African Americans are less 

sensitive to pain than Whites1. In addition to providing another replication of higher pain 
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report among African Americans compared to Whites, our findings also reveal a potential 

neurobiological mechanism underlying these differences.

Findings in the present study should be interpreted in light of several limitations. First, there 

was greater head movement in the AA participants than in the WA and HA participants. 

However, we believe it is extremely unlikely that head movement explains the observed 

group differences in brain activity or brain-pain correlations for the for three reasons: 1) We 

took extensive measures to minimize the influence of head movement on our results both 

using standard movement corrections (e.g., image realignment) as well as more stringent 

movement controls (e.g., removal of image intensity outliers and trials suggested to have 

high multicollinearity with movement regressors); 2) When we repeated analyses 

additionally controlling for average head motion during each trial, results were qualitatively 

unchanged (Supplementary Tables 9–11); 3) The pattern of ethnic group differences in head 

movement was not consistent with the pattern of ethnic group differences in neural 

responses to pain. Specifically, we found some evidence of a weaker relationship between 

NPS and pain ratings in both the AA and HA groups compared to the WA group, whereas 

we only found a group difference in head motion between the AA and WA groups.

Second, ethnic group differences in the effects of the experimental context including racial/

ethnic concordance with the experimenter and familiarity with research participation and the 

MR environment may have contributed to our findings. However, although we did find 

ethnic differences in feelings of trust and racial/ethnic similarity towards the experimenter, 

neither of these measures were related to ethnic group differences in pain rating or neural 

responses. Future studies will be needed to better characterize the contributions that ethnic 

group differences in the effects of the experimental/clinical context make to ethnic 

differences in pain and its neural correlates.

Third, relationships between sociocultural variables hypothesized to contribute to higher 

pain ratings in AA participants (discrimination and experimenter trust) were not consistent 

across pain rating and fMRI results. Frequency of responding to discrimination mediated 

ethnic group differences in in pain rating. In contrast, frequency of responding to 

discrimination did not exhibit a statistically significant relationship with activity in regions 

exhibiting a stronger dose-response effects of painful heat in AA participants or any other 

regions in whole-brain analyses. Instead, average activity within the NAc and mPFC clusters 

showing stronger dose-response effects of painful heat in AA participants was positively 

related to frequency of experiencing discrimination and negatively related to experimenter 

trust (more strongly so in AA participants). Although these results suggest that sociocultural 

factors related to negative interpersonal experiences may contribute to heightened pain 

responses, larger studies may be required to definitively identify the strongest sociocultural 

predictors of pain sensitivity and their brain correlates.

Fourth, because participants were healthy young adults with similar SES across ethnic 

groups, our findings may not reflect all of the factors that contribute to ethnic differences in 

pain in the general population. However, because we observed group differences in pain 

report consistent with the literature, our findings suggest potential brain mechanisms of 

these differences unconfounded by socioeconomic and health-related factors.
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Finally, we did not find heightened pain report by HA participants compared to WA 

participants as has been found in some previous studies71,72, and results from HA and WA 

participants were similar in most of our fMRI analyses. Hispanic American individuals vary 

widely in culture and background, and pain sensitivity in Hispanic Americans may vary 

substantially with the particular groups studied. Further exploration of sociocultural and 

neural factors contributing to pain report, particularly among Hispanic Americans, is needed 

in future studies.

Together, our findings support the hypothesis that higher levels of reported pain amongst 

African Americans compared to non-Hispanic White Americans may arise in part from 

differences in extra-nociceptive brain systems implicated in pain modulation, valuation, and 

chronification, which may in turn result from the long-term effects of negative social 

treatment. Ethnic minorities, particularly African Americans, bare a disproportionate burden 

of pain and its negative health and financial consequences4–6,73. Our findings suggest that 

the higher levels of pain reported by African Americans in experimental and clinical settings 

likely reflect differences in the internal valuation of pain and its consequences for behavior, 

and that interventions aimed at decreasing racial discrimination and increasing clinician trust 

amongst African Americans may help to alleviate these pain disparities.

Methods

Participants

Participants were 97 individuals (47 male, age 19–54 years old; M = 28.98, SD = 5.56), 33 

African American (AA) subjects (15 male), 32 non-Hispanic White American (WA) subjects 

(16 male), and 32 Hispanic White American (HA) subjects (16 males), based on self-

reported ethnicity. Participants were recruited from the greater Denver area through 

Craigslist or one of three different subject pools from the University of Colorado Boulder 

Institute for Behavioral Genetics (IBG) in order to capitalize on existing genetic data on 

these participants in future analyses. Participants reported no current or recent (past 6 

months) neurological or psychiatric diagnosis and reported no current use of psychoactive or 

pain medications. Participants also reported no pain-related medical conditions, no reason to 

believe they would be especially sensitive or insensitive to contact heat, and did not report 

currently experiencing an unusual amount of pain.

Nine participants were excluded from the present analyses for the following reasons: thermal 

stimulator error (4), claustrophobia (1), didn’t fit in head coil (1), metallic thread in hair 

extensions (1), found pain intolerable (1), didn’t meet demographic criteria (1). These 

exclusions resulted in a final sample of 88 participants (28 AA, 30 WA, 30 HA), age 19–54 

(M = 28.82, SD = 5.67) (see Table 1 for additional demographic details on final sample). 

This sample size is sufficient to detect ethnic/racial differences in the range of effects 

reported in the neuroimaging and behavioral literature6,23. Based on Study 2 of23, the effect 

size of NPS responses (one of our primary neuroimaging outcome measures) for linear 

effects of increasing noxious stimulus intensity is Cohen’s d = 1.90. Thus, this study is 

powered to detect racial/ethnic differences in NPS responses between AA participants and 

HA and WA participants, the racial contrast used in our analyses, of less than half that size 

(d = 0.65 or larger; p < 0.05 two-tailed; 80% power). In units of stimulus intensity, that 
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effect size corresponds to 80% power to detect racial differences equivalent to about 0.50 

degrees C. In whole-brain analyses at p < .001 (our approximate FDR-corrected threshold 

for q < .05 corrected), the study is powered to detect racial/ethnic differences that are larger 

(d = 0.93, 80% power), but still within reasonable range, i.e., half the size of the NPS effect 

for linear effects of stimulus intensity. For reference, this effect size corresponds to the 

effects of a 0.71 degree C change in stimulus intensity (benchmarking against the effect size 

of stimulus intensity on NPS responses). Finally, in terms of pain rating effects, our sample 

size allows us to detect effect sizes of d = 0.65 or larger with 80% power, which is in the 

range of pain rating differences between African Americans and non-Hispanic Whites 

reported in a recent meta-analysis of 41 studies which averaged d = .64 for pain tolerance 

and d = .46 for pain intensity ratings6.

The final sample of 88 participants was utilized in all analyses except those involving the 

self-report measures, in which case the sample was limited to participants with data for the 

self-report measure in question. See Supplementary Table 2 for number of participants with 

responses for each self-report measure. Ethnicity groups were matched on age, gender, 

recruitment source (craigslist vs IBG), and fMRI sequence type (See Table 1 for statistics). 

The study was approved by the University of Colorado Boulder Institutional Review Board 

and we complied with all relevant ethical regulations when carrying out the study. Written 

informed consent was obtained from all participants and participants were financially 

compensated for their participation.

Unused Study Components

Data reported here were collected as part of a larger study. The primary aim of the larger 

study was the same as the study reported here, i.e., to understand sociocultural and neural 

mechanisms underlying ethnic disparities in pain. However, two other investigators included 

additional fMRI tasks, self-report measures, and behavioral measures in the study in order to 

capitalize on the large and diverse sample being recruited for the primary study aims. One 

secondary aim was to explore the contribution of task-unrelated thoughts to pain experience, 

and to investigate how brain networks linked to experimentally-induced pain are functionally 

organized at rest. Therefore, questions assessing task-unrelated thoughts were asked 

following each run of the pain task, in addition to a resting state run, and questionnaires 

assessing trait mind wandering, mindfulness, rumination, and anxiety. Another secondary 

aim was to understand modulation of pain perception and its neural correlates by different 

psychological factors. To accomplish this aim, a pain modulation fMRI task was included 

with thermal stimulations given before, during, and after two of four tasks intended to 

modulate the pain experience: positive mood induction, negative mood induction, a stress 

induction, or an n-back task. A last secondary aim was related to emotion processing 

independent of pain stimulation, for which participants watched a series of short emotional 

movie clips. The task and analyses reported here were administered before the fMRI tasks 

related to the additional secondary aims in all participants and thus should not have 

influenced the results of the main task.
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Self-report Measures

In order to test potential psychological and sociocultural contributors to ethnic group 

differences in pain report related to our hypothesized mechanisms, all participants completed 

the following questionnaires online prior to their lab visit via Qualtrics: Barratt Simplified 

Measure of Social Status (BSMSS)74, Life Events Checklist (LEC)75, The Williams Major 

and Everyday Discrimination questions (WQ)76, Brief History of Pain Questionnaire 

(BHPQ; an in-house measure with questions adapted from the McGill Pain Questionnaire77 

and painDETECT78), Trait Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS)79, State and 

Trait Anxiety Inventory form X (STAI) state subscale80, Penn State Worry Questionnaire 

(PSWQ)81, Pain Beliefs Questionnaire (PBQ)82, Fear of Pain Questionnaire-III (FPQ)83, 

Kohn Reactivity Scale (KRS)84, Pain Catastrophizing Scale (PCS-EN)85, Perceived 

Similarities Measure (PSM)86, Wake Forest Physician Trust Scale (WFPTS)87. Note that 

questionnaires that were modified (WFPTS and PCS: modified to refer to the experimenter 

rather than a physician) or for which not all subscales were administered (STAI) may have 

different psychometric properties than those previously published. Questionnaires for which 

statistically significant group differences were found in the present analyses are described in 

detail below. In the same session, participants also completed additional questionnaires that 

pertained to other analyses not reported in the current paper. Additional questionnaires were 

intermixed with the questionnaires described below.

The Williams Major and Everyday Discrimination questions (WQ)76 asked whether 

participants had experienced nine different types of major discrimination, e.g., being unfairly 

denied a bank loan (sum = major discrimination subscale score), and ten different types of 

daily unfair treatment, e.g., being treated with less courtesy than other people (sum = daily 

unfair treatment subscale score). We combined the major discrimination and daily unfair 

treatment subscales to create a total frequency of discrimination score, which we use in the 

present analyses. We did so by multiplying the major discrimination subscale score by 3 and 

adding it to the daily unfair treatment subscale score yielding a score ranging from 0 (no 

experience with discrimination) to 37 (highest experience with discrimination). Participants 

were also asked whether they had ever engaged in each of seven different responses to 

discrimination, e.g., filing a complaint. We calculated a discrimination response subscale 

score by summing responses to yield a total score ranging from 0 (no history of responding 

to discrimination) to 7 (most extensive history of responding to discrimination).

The Wake Forest Physician Trust Scale (WFPTS)87 consists of 10 statements about patients’ 

trust in their physician, e.g., “Your doctor is extremely thorough and careful” and “All in all, 

you have complete trust in your doctor”. We adapted these statements to apply to the 

experimenter, the same White male in his mid-30s for all participants for the full length of 

the ~4 hour experimental session. Immediately after the scanning session, participants rated 

agreement with each statement on a scale from 1 (strongly agree) to 5 (strongly disagree). 

We reversed and summed responses to each measure resulting in a total score ranging from 

10 (least trust in experimenter) to 50 (most trust in experimenter).

When missing data was present within these self-report measures, the missing response was 

replaced with the mean of that participant’s responses on the given subscale if 50% or more 

of responses were present, otherwise the missing response was replaced with an NA and 
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treated as missing data (case-wise deletion). The average percentage of missing data 

(participants) per survey measure was 2.75%, (SD = 2.94%, Range = 0–8.00%).

fMRI Task

The present task was always administered second in the scanning order (prior to the other 

pain tasks) following a high-resolution structural scan and 7-minute resting state scan. 

During the thermal stimulation task, participants experienced painful thermal stimulations 

and provided ratings of the experience. The experimenter who collected the data could not 

be blinded to the race/ethnicity of research participants but was blind to our hypotheses 

regarding the effects of participant demographics. Data analysis was not performed blind to 

the conditions of the experiment.

Thermal stimulation.—Thermal stimulation was delivered to four evenly spaced 

locations (one per run) on the volar surface of the left forearm using a 16 mm × 16 mm 

(model ATS) contact Peltier thermode (Medoc, Inc). Thermal stimulation was delivered at 

three temperatures (47, 48, 49 °C), all above the median temperature associated with 

reported pain in prior studies31 and the activation of specific nociceptors36 (>45 °C). All 

heat stimuli consisted of a sustained period of time (plateau) at the target temperature 

flanked by 1.7 second ramp periods to get to/from the target temperature to the 32°C 

baseline. Heat stimuli were delivered with three different temporal profiles (heat conditions): 

Short - 8 sec., 4.6 sec plateau; Long - 11 sec., 7.3 sec. plateau; and Offset - 11 sec., 7.3 sec. 

plateau with a 1 sec., 1 °C temperature spike. For analyses in the present manuscript we 

either collapsed across or did not consider differences in heat conditions as they were not of 

interest here. Each heat trial was preceded by a cue, and all parts of the trial were separated 

by variable delays to allow for effective deconvolution of the BOLD signal associated with 

each trial element. See Fig. 1 for more details of the trial and task structure. Participants 

underwent a total of 36 heat trials, consisting of one trial at each temperature with each 

temporal profile in each of four runs. Trial order was randomized for each participant 

according to the following constraints: 1) trials within each temporal profile were evenly 

split between and randomly distributed within the first and second half (Short and Long 

trials) or between thirds (Offset trials) of each run, 2) temperatures were then randomly 

distributed across trials within each temporal profile. At the start of each run, a single 49 °C 

long duration (11 sec.) stimulus was delivered to allow for the initial habituation of the skin 

site to contact heat. This “washout” stimulus was not used in the analyses. During pre-scan 

training and prior to each run the participant was reminded that they could stop the task at 

any time if the pain became intolerable or for any other reason.

Pain rating.—During each stimulation, participants were asked to continuously rate the 

intensity of the pain (not heat) they perceived on a 100-point generalized labeled magnitude 

scale (gLMS)88 using an MRI compatible trackball (Current Designs Inc.). The scale 

anchors were 0 (No Experience) - 100 (Strongest Imaginable Experience). Intermediate 

labels were placed as follows: 1.4 (Barely Detectable), 6 (Weak), 17 (Moderate), 35 

(Strong), 53 (Very Strong), though only labels and not numbers were visible to participants. 

The general anchors on the scale have been found to allow for effective comparison of 

sensory and affective experiences across modalities and people, and the labels spacing has 
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been found to provide the scale with ratio properties88. The area under the curve (AUC) of 

the continuous within-trial pain intensity rating was used in the present analyses and is 

referred to throughout the manuscript as ‘pain rating’. See Extended Data Figure 1 for a 

graph of the raw continuous pain intensity rating data. We have previously validated the use 

of continuous pain rating during the noxious stimulation period31,34. After a subset of 

stimulations (one stimulus at each temperature-duration combination), participants were also 

asked to rate the overall pain intensity and pain unpleasantness (order counterbalanced 

across trials) experienced on the previous trial using the same labeled magnitude scale as 

used for the continuous rating, referred to as the post-trial pain intensity and post-trial pain 

unpleasantness ratings. During pre-scan task training we carefully described the distinction 

between intensity and unpleasantness ratings using the standard language developed by 

Price, et al.89, which describes the intensity ratings as rating “how strong the pain feels” and 

the unpleasantness ratings as “how unpleasant or disturbing the pain is”. As in Price et al.89, 

we also used an analogy to the volume versus pleasantness of music, and emphasized that 

pain intensity and unpleasantness should be rated independently.

Additional task conditions.—In addition, 24, 8-second trials of aversive sounds in two 

conditions were interspersed with the heat stimuli. The first aversive sound condition 

consisted of a physically aversive recording of nails on a chalkboard from a study of the 

psychoacoustics of aversive sounds90 played at three different levels of intensity (5 Db 

steps). The second aversive sound condition consisted of a subset of emotionally aversive 

sounds (attacks, screaming, and crying) from the International Affective Digital Sounds 

database (IADS)91 with the highest arousal and lowest pleasure. Intensity levels for aversive 

sounds were determined using the arousal-pleasure difference scores. Occurrences of the 

sound conditions were evenly distributed between and randomly distributed within the thirds 

of each run. These stimuli were not used in the present analysis and thus will not be 

described further here.

Pre-scan task training.—Prior to the scanning session, participants were familiarized 

with the task by practicing each condition without actual heat or sound stimulation. Instead, 

the experimenter asked the participant to imagine that the heat or sound was occurring as 

he/she practiced making continuous ratings. In the scanner, participants were given an 

additional opportunity to practice the task (with imagined rather than real stimulation) to 

reinforce their understanding of the task and rating procedure within the scanner 

environment. Thus, it was not until the first trial of the actual MRI task that participants first 

experienced the heat or sound stimuli.

fMRI Acquisition and Preprocessing

Data acquisition.—Data were collected on a 3 Tesla Siemens Trio MRI scanner at the 

University of Colorado Boulder Center for Innovation and Creativity. A high-resolution T1-

weighted magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo (MPRAGE) structural scan (1×1×1 

mm voxels, TR: 2530 ms, TE 1: 1.64 ms, Flip angle: 7°, Tl: 1200 ms, FoV read: 256 mm, 

echo spacing 12.2 ms, bandwidth: 651 hz/px, time: 6:03) was performed on each participant 

to allow for normalization and display of functional data. During the four runs of the thermal 

pain task either a multiband (8 simultaneous slices) or standard (1 slice at a time) echo-
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planar imaging (EPI) sequence was performed. On the first 25 participants, the multiband 

sequence was used (3×3×3 mm voxels, TR: 460 ms, TE: 29 ms, slices: 56, multiband factor: 

8, flip angle: 44°, FoV read: 248 mm, echo spacing: 0.51 ms, bandwidth: 2772 Hz/Px, time: 

10:15). Due to interference problems between the multiband sequence and the thermal 

stimulator that arose after an update to the thermal stimulator software, the remaining 63 

participants were scanned with a standard sequence (3.4×3.4×3.4 mm voxels, TR: 1300 ms, 

TE: 25 ms, slices: 26, flip angle: 50°, FoV read: 220 mm, echo spacing: 0.55 ms, bandwidth: 

2170 Hz/Px, time: 10:15). To control for the potential effects of the difference in scanning 

sequence, scanning sequence is included as a covariate in brain imaging analyses.

Missing data.—Several participants had partial fMRI data for the following reasons: 

thermode failed to deliver heat (1/4 runs (9 pain trials) for two participants, and a single trial 

for 8 additional participants), scanning cessation due to finding pain intolerable (1/4 runs for 

one participant and 3/4 runs for another), scanning cessation due to claustrophobia (2/4 runs 

for one participant, and 3/4 runs for another), and missing data due to scanner error (1/4 runs 

for one participant). These omissions resulted in a total of 11/352 (3.13%) runs being 

dropped from a total of 6/88 participants.

Preprocessing.—The following preprocessing steps were applied to the brain imaging 

data prior to statistical analysis. The structural T1-weighted MPRAGE was co-registered to 

the mean functional image using an iterative mutual information algorithm in SPM8 with 

manual adjustment of the registration starting point. The MPRAGE was subsequently 

normalized to the MNI-152 template using SPM8. The initial images of every functional 

scan (standard sequence: 7, multiband sequence: 20) were discarded to allow for 

stabilization of signal intensity. Image intensity outliers resulting from gradient and motion-

related artifacts were identified and removed from the data set prior to statistical analyses 

using the following procedure. First, we calculated the mean and standard deviation of 

image intensity values across all voxels within each slice. We then created a matrix of these 

values concatenated across slices within a volume by volumes across time. Next, the 

Mahalanobis distance of this matrix was calculated and images with a significant chi-square 

value (multiple comparison correction using the stricter of FDR or Bonferroni) were 

identified as outliers and included as nuisance covariates in first level statistical analysis (% 

motion outliers: M = 4.80, SD = 1.97, Range = 1.92–12.05). Functional images were 

corrected for timing differences in slice acquisition (only for standard sequence) and 

realigned to the first image to correct for head motion using SPM8. Functional images were 

warped to the MNI-152 template using warping parameters from the co-registered structural 

images. Finally, functional images were interpolated to 2×2×2 mm, and smoothed with an 8 

mm FWHM Gaussian kernel.

In order to calculate a summary statistic of head motion we calculated average geometric 

displacement on each trial across the six motion parameters (X, Y, Z, pitch, roll, yaw) using 

the following procedure: 1) calculate the mean for each of the 6 motion parameters across all 

images included, 2) subtract the mean from each motion parameter, square each difference, 

and sum results across all six to obtain one value per image, 3) take square root of the result 

from step 2 (this gives the distance from the mean for each image), and 4) calculate a mean 
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across all images included. Average geometric displacement per heat pain trial across all 

participants was .14mm (SD = .17). We tested for ethnic group differences in geometric 

displacement both on average and the dose-response relationship with stimulus intensity 

using a linear mixed effects model in R with the same parameters as the models used to test 

for group differences in pain rating described below. We found that AA participants (M 
= .21mm, SD = .21mm) moved significantly more on average (t(84) = 2.90, p = .005, b = .1, 

CI = [.04 to .17]) and had a steeper dose-response relationship with painful stimulus 

intensity (t(84)= 4.29, p < .0001, b =.04, CI = [.02, .06]) than did WA (M = .11mm, SD 
= .15 mm) and HA (M = .12mm, SD = .12mm) participants. No stastically significant 

movement differences existed between HA and WA participants (average: t(84) = .15, p 
= .88, b =.003, CI = [−.04 to .04]; temperature: t(84) = 1.03, p = .31, b =.005, CI = [−.005 

to .02]).

African American participants both moved more and reported higher levels of pain on 

average, which was the phenomenon under study. Furthermore, in the single-trial data used 

for analysis (see details below) we found that participants who reported experiencing more 

pain also moved more (t(84) = 10.62, p < .001, b = .002, CI = [.0015, .0022]) likely as a 

result of that pain. Therefore, we felt it was more appropriate to control for movement in our 

analyses and only exclude the portion of data from each participant which actually showed 

evidence of movement contamination rather than to completely exclude participants with 

higher levels of movement as the latter strategy would have resulted in excluding more 

African American participants than participants in the other groups, creating a confound to 

the interpretation of any findings of group differences.

To minimize the influence of head movement on our results, we realigned images and 

removed image intensity outliers as described above and included the six motion parameters 

as well as their mean-centered squares, derivatives, and squared derivatives as nuisance 

regressors in the first level fMRI analysis described below. In order to further rule out group 

differences in head motion as a confounding factor in our fMRI analyses, we repeated 

regression analyses reported on single-trial fMRI data controlling for single trial average 

geometric displacement. This was not possible for mediation analyses due to intolerance of 

missing data in these models. Results, reported in Supplementary Tables 9–11, were largely 

unchanged when controlling for trial-by-trial geometric displacement.

Behavioral Data Analysis

Pain rating analysis.—Tests for ethnic group differences in pain rating were carried out 

using linear mixed effects models in R92 with the command lmer from the package lme4. 

Degrees of freedom for all effects in lmer models throughout the paper were estimated by 

subtracting the number of between-person model parameters from the number of subjects as 

in93, which were then used to calculate corresponding p-values (2-tailed) using the t 
distribution (pt function in R). Each of the three pain rating variables were used as 

dependent measures in separate models. One model used post-trial ratings of pain intensity 

(9 per participant) as the dependent variable; another used post-trial ratings of pain 

unpleasantness (9 per participant); and the third model used the area under the curve (AUC) 

of continuous within-trial pain intensity rating (36 per participant). The following factors 
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were included in each model: 1) participant as a random effect, 2) participant ethnicity as 

two fixed effect orthogonal contrasts based on hypothesized group differences in pain report: 

African Americans (coded as .68) compared to Hispanic and non-Hispanic Whites (each 

coded as −.32) and Hispanics (coded as 1) compared to non-Hispanic Whites (coded as −1), 

as these contrasts represent hypothesized group differences in pain report based on prior 

studies4–6, 3) the linear effect of temperature as a fixed effect (47 °C (L), 48 °C (M), and 49 

°C (H) coded as −1, 0, 1) with a random slope to account for between subject differences in 

temperature response, 4) interactions of temperature with each ethnicity contrast to test for 

group differences in the temperature effect on pain rating, and 5) participant gender as a 

fixed effect to control for previously documented effects of gender on pain rating94.

Psychological mediator analyses.—We tested for potential psychological and 

sociocultural mediators of ethnic group differences in pain report using a two-stage process. 

The first stage was an exploratory analysis in which we tested for ethnic group differences in 

each of the 19 psychological and sociocultural self-report measures that paralleled ethnic 

group differences in pain rating, “candidate mediators”. For these analyses we used linear 

models in R (command lm) with each participant’s score on a given self-report measure as 

the dependent variable and the two orthogonal ethnicity contrasts used in the pain rating 

analyses as the predictors. We corrected for the 19 statistical tests by adjusting p values 

using Bonferroni correction.

In the second stage, we tested whether any of the candidate mediators identified in the first 

stage mediated the observed ethnic differences in pain report using a mediation analysis 

based on a 3-variable path statistical model95 using the Mediation Toolbox (https://

github.com/canlab)96–98. In these analyses, participant ethnicity was the predictor (X) 

variable coded as .68 for AA participants and −.32 for WA and HA participants as this was 

the observed difference in pain rating we were trying to explain. Average participant pain 

rating was the outcome (Y) variable (3 temperature average or H-L temperature average), 

and the participant scores on the candidate psychological mediators meeting the above 

criteria served as the mediator (M) variable (one analysis per candidate mediator). We also 

controlled for participant gender, and the HA (1) vs. WA (−1) contrast as second level 

covariates. We used bootstrapping for significance testing. We estimated distributions of 

subject-level path coefficients by randomly sampling with replacement 10,000 observations 

(rows) from the matrix of [a b c’ c (a × b)] path coefficients. Bootstrapped 95% confidence 

intervals are presented with all mediation statistics and two-tailed p-values were calculated 

from the bootstrap confidence interval.

fMRI Data Analysis

First level analysis and robust regression.—We tested for group differences in 

average brain activity during pain (averaged across temperature levels) and brain responses 

to increases in painful heat (the temperature effect) using a standard general linear model 

(GLM) analysis.

First level GLM analyses were conducted using SPM8 to estimate individual subjects’ 

activation at each voxel. The four runs of the thermal stimulation task were concatenated for 
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each subject. Boxcar functions representing the time courses of the different components of 

the task were convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function and included as 

regressors in the first-level GLM. These task components included: 1) the period of heat or 

sound stimulation in each condition at each intensity level, 2) the cue period preceding each 

trial type, 3) the first heat “washout trial” during each run, 4–5) the jittered pre-stimulus and 

post-stimulus rating periods, 6–7) the post-stimulus overall pain intensity or unpleasantness 

rating periods, 8) trials on which the thermode mistakenly did not deliver heat, and 9) the 

screen signaling the end of the task. The fixation cross epochs in between trials, in between 

trial components, and at the beginning and end of the task were used as the implicit baseline. 

A high-pass filter of 224 seconds, which is well-suited for longer duration pain34, was 

applied. The following regressors of non-interest (nuisance variables) were also included in 

the first-level model: 1) “dummy” regressors representing each run (run intercepts); 2) 

regressors modeling linear drift across the duration of each run; 3) the six estimated head 

motion parameters (X, Y, Z, pitch, roll, yaw), their mean-centered squares, their derivatives, 

and their square derivatives for each run (24 columns total); and 4) indicator vectors for 

signal intensity outliers (see description of outlier identification above). We entered two 

contrasts into the first level analysis. The first contrast averaged across heat conditions and 

temperature levels compared to the resting baseline, to investigate average brain activity 

during pain. The second contrast compared average activity across all conditions at the 

highest temperature to average activity across all conditions at the lowest temperature (H-L), 

to investigate brain responses to increases in painful heat (the temperature effect).

Second-level (group) analyses were conducted using robust regression99. We compared 

average brain activity during pain and brain responses to increases in painful heat between 

ethnic groups using the same ethnicity contrasts as in pain rating and psychological mediator 

analyses. These contrasts were African Americans (coded as .68) compared to Hispanic and 

non-Hispanic Whites (each coded as −.32) and Hispanics (coded as 1) compared to non-

Hispanic Whites (coded as −1). As in other models, we also controlled for participant 

gender, and type of scanning sequence (multiband or standard). Results were thresholded 

using a false discovery rate (FDR) of q < .05 (p < .000047). For the purposes of display, we 

included voxels meeting two additional, more liberal, uncorrected voxel-wise thresholds: p 
< .0005 and p < .001 that were in contact with voxels meeting the more stringent FDR 

corrected threshold.

Single-trial analysis.—In order to estimate single trial response magnitudes for use in 

NPS pattern expression analyses and analyses probing relationships between brain activity 

and pain rating, we employed a single-trial analysis approach as in100,101 by constructing a 

GLM design matrix that included one regressor for each trial. In this model, we included the 

same boxcar regressors representing each instance of the different task components as 

included in the standard GLM analysis above as well as the same nuisance covariates. 

Additionally, we included a trial-specific regressor for the duration of the heat or sound 

stimulation period in each trial, also convolved with the hemodynamic response function. 

These single-trial beta images were used in NPS pattern expression and brain vs pain rating 

analyses. Because of the short duration of individual trials, single-trial estimates of brain 

activity can be strongly influenced by signal intensity artifacts caused by factors such as 
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head motion. Therefore, we calculated trial-by-trial variance inflation factors (VIFs), indices 

of the increase in variance of estimated regression coefficients due to multicollinearity with 

other predictor variables (in this case with nuisance regressors). Any trials with VIFs greater 

than 3.5 were excluded from the single-trial analyses.

In order to test the role that group differences in brain responses to pain played in mediating 

observed group differences in pain rating, we extracted single trial parameter estimates from 

each cluster exhibiting significant group differences in the whole-brain analysis. We then 

tested whether activity within these regions mediated the relationship between painful 

stimulus intensity and trial-by-trial pain rating, and whether this stimulus-brain-pain 

relationship differed between the AA and the HA and WA groups using a multilevel 

moderated mediation analysis. We used the same function in the Mediation Toolbox (https://

github.com/canlab)96–98 as we used to test for sociocultural mediators of group differences 

in pain. In these analyses, painful stimulus intensity on each trial was the predictor (X) 

variable, trial-by-trial pain rating was the outcome (Y) variable, and brain responses in each 

region that responded differently to painful heat across ethnic groups in the GLM analysis 

served as the mediator (M) variable (one analysis per region). We tested for group 

differences in this mediation effect with a second level moderator for participant comparing 

AA participants to WA and HA participants as in other analyses. We also controlled for 

participant gender, the HA (1) vs. WA (−1) contrast, and fMRI pulse sequence (standard or 

multiband) as second level covariates. We used bootstrapping for significance testing. We 

estimated distributions of subject-level path coefficients by randomly sampling with 

replacement 10,000 observations (rows) from the matrix of [a b c’ c (a × b)] path 

coefficients. Two-tailed p-values were calculated from the bootstrapped confidence interval. 

We also used a three-path mediation analysis (also Mediation Toolbox) to test whether the 

connection between the vmPFC and NAc clusters from the GLM, a pathway that has been 

particularly implicated in pain valuation26,27 and chronification28, mediated the relationship 

between painful stimulus intensity and trial-by-trial pain rating, and whether it did so 

differently in the AA and non-AA (WA and HA) groups. Because second-level moderators 

are not currently implemented in the three-path mediation algorithm in the Mediation 

Toolbox, we ran the three path mediation analysis separately in AA and non-AA groups. 

This also meant we were not able to control for participant gender, the HA (1) vs WA (−1) 

contrast, and fMRI pulse sequence in the three-path mediation models. Because of errors 

due to missing data, we were also not able to run a version of these mediation models 

controlling for geometric displacement.

We also tested the relationship between activity within a given cluster and pain rating and 

whether these brain-pain relationships differed by ethnic group without controlling for 

painful stimulus intensity. This analysis served as a complement to path b in the mediation 

analysis, which tested these brain-pain relationships controlling for painful stimulus 

intensity. We used separate linear mixed effects models predicting activity within each 

region. Fixed factors in these models were fMRI sequence, gender, within-trial pain intensity 

rating, the orthogonal ethnicity contrasts, and the interaction between each ethnicity contrast 

and pain rating, while subject was a random factor.
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Pattern expression analysis.—We tested group differences in expression of the NPS 

pattern on average and in response to temperature. To do so, we calculated the strength of 

NPS pattern expression for each heat trial. We calculated a dot-product of each vectorized 

beta image (β map) with the NPS pattern (voxel-wise weight map; W map), i.e., β map
T

W map,  , 
yielding a continuous, scalar pattern expression value. We then tested for ethnic group 

differences in average NPS pattern expression and NPS temperature response using a similar 

linear mixed effects model to that used for pain rating except with NPS pattern expression 

values as the dependent variable (fixed factors: temperature, gender, fMRI sequence, 

orthogonal ethnicity contrasts and their interaction with temperature; random factors: subject 

with random slope for temperature). As with the analyses with the ROIs from the whole-

brain analyses, we also tested the relationship between NPS pattern expression and pain 

rating without controlling for painful stimulus intensity to complement the NPS mediation 

analyses. We used the same model as in the brain-pain ROI analyses but with NPS pattern 

expression as the dependent variable.

Key null findings were followed up by estimating Bayes factors for t-tests using the 

BayesFactor R package (version 0.9.8), which uses the Jeffreys-Zellner-Siow prior (JZS) 

with a scale factor of 0.707 as in102. The justification for the selection of the JZS prior for 

this mathematical derivation of Bayes factors for a one-sample t-test is detailed in102. 

Briefly, the JZS prior is the combination of the Cauchy distribution on effect size and the 

Jeffreys prior on variance, which was selected to serve as an objective, nonimformative prior 

for a one-sample t-test. To assess the sensitivity of our analyses to different priors we 

performed our analyses using the other two priors available in the the BayesFactor R 

package, the Scaled-Information prior and the Unit-Information prior, as well. Bayes factors 

calculated with all three priors were similar and all provided evidence in favor of the null in 

the same moderate range, based on categories outlined by103, suggesting our analyses are 

robust to variation in priors. This Bayes factor calculation method did not allow us to 

calculate a credible interval or median for the posterior distribution because it did not allow 

direct access to the posterior.

Self-report vs. brain analyses.—Finally, we tested whether self-report measures we 

identified as candidate mediators of group differences in pain rating were related to 1) 

average activity or the dose-response relationship with painful stimulus intensity within 

brain regions (ROIs) exhibiting significant group differences in the GLM analysis, or 2) NPS 

pattern expression or the dose-NPS expression relationship. For these analyses we used 

linear models in R (command lm) with average values in a given ROI (vmPFC, mPFC, NAc, 

and mFG) or NPS pattern expression, either across heat pain trials or during high vs. low 

heat pain trials, as dependent variables in separate models. We included one of the three 

candidate sociocultural mediators (discrimination frequency, response to discrimination, or 

trust in experimenter) and its interaction with each of the two orthogonal ethnicity contrasts 

as predictors of interest and participant gender and fMRI pulse sequence as control 

variables. Due to the exploratory nature of these follow-up analyses, we corrected for 

multiple comparisons across clusters (5: 4 ROIs + NPS), candidate mediators (3), and 

average activation versus the dose-response relationship with stimulus intensity (2) using 

Bonferroni correction (30 tests total). For any main effect or interaction that survived 
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multiple-comparison correction, we conducted follow-up analyses within each ethnic group 

separately for which we did not correct for multiple comparisons.

All statistical tests presented in the manuscript are two-tailed unless otherwise noted. 

Unstandardized regression coefficients are presented as a measure of effect size. Confidence 

intervals for linear mixed effects regression models were calculated using the confint() 

command from the MASS package in R with the profile method, which computes a 

likelihood profile and finds the appropriate cutoffs based on the likelihood ratio test. We 

visually examined the distribution of errors and statistical assumptions. In some cases, some 

deviation from homoscedasticity and normality of residuals was evident. Given that these 

deviations were relatively minor, we opted not to transform variables to maximize 

interpretability of findings. For voxel-wise maps, robust regression mitigated potential 

outliers and consequent potential violations of normality and homoscedasticity assumptions, 

which may vary across brain regions. For mediation analyses, the use of bootstrap tests 

mitigated potential issues with normality violations and homoscedasticity, as they do not 

rely on strong assumptions about the functional form of the error distribution.

Data availability

The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding author 

upon request.

Code Availability

The Mediation Toolbox (https://github.com/canlab) used to conduct the mediation analyses 

can be freely accessed at https://github.com/canlab.
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Extended Data

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. 
fMRI thermal stimulation task design.
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Figure 2. 
Differences in pain rating across ethnic groups and mediation by discrimination. (a) Graphs 

of mean area under the curve of within-trial pain intensity rating (present on all trials) at 

each temperature of heat stimulation (left: line plot) and the difference between high and low 

heat stimulation (right: box plot) in each ethnic group. Box plot elements: red center line, 

median; box limits, upper and lower quartiles; whiskers, limits of non-outlier data; points 

matched to box shading, subject means; dark red points, outliers. (b) Graphs of mean post-

trial pain intensity (left graph) and pain unpleasantness (right graph) rating (present on 1/4 

of trials) at each temperature of heat stimulation in each ethnic group. (a-b) AA participants 

rated pain as more intense and unpleasant than HA and WA participants and exhibited a 

steeper dose-response relationship with painful stimulus intensity. Error bars represent 

within-subject standard error of the mean (SEM). Data are from 88 participants. (c) 

Relationship between participants’ frequency of responding to discrimination (e.g., by filing 

a complaint) and the area under the curve of their within-trial pain intensity rating. Average 

pain rating across three stimulation temperatures is depicted in the left panel, and average 

pain rating for high minus low temperatures is depicted on the right panel. (a-c) Values for 

area under the curve of continuous within-trial pain intensity rating depicted on Y axes have 

been divided by 100. (d) Path diagrams and statistics for mediation analyses of participant 

ethnicity effects [AA vs (HA +WA)] on pain rating by participants’ frequency of responding 

to discrimination. Participants’ frequency of responding to discrimination significantly 

mediated higher pain reports and a steeper dose-response relationship with painful stimulus 

intensity in AA compared to HA and WA participants. Path coefficients are listed for each 

path with standard errors in parentheses. * = p < .05, ** = p < .01, *** = p < .001. (c-d) Data 

are from the 81 participants who completed the response to discrimination measure.
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Figure 3. 
Results of whole-brain voxel-wise GLM analysis showing brain regions exhibiting a 

stronger dose-response effect of painful heat in AA participants. (a) vmPFC, mPFC, bilateral 

mFG and bilateral NAc exhibited a steeper dose-response effect of painful stimulus intensity 

in AA compared to HA and WA participants (FDR corrected q < .05 (p < .000047)). For the 

purposes of display, we included voxels meeting two additional, more liberal, uncorrected 

voxel-wise thresholds (p < .0005 and p < .001) that were in contact with voxels meeting the 

more stringent FDR corrected threshold. (b) Data from the four regions (defined at p < .001, 

uncorrected and combining across hemispheres for bilaterally activated NAc and mFG). Top 

row: line plots depicting the mean parameter estimate for each level of stimulus intensity in 

each ethnic group plotted with error bars representing the within-subject SEM. In bottom 

row are box plots of the mean parameter estimate difference between high and low stimulus 

intensity in each ethnic group. Box plot elements: red center line, median; box limits, upper 

and lower quartiles; whiskers, limits of non-outlier data; points matched to box shading, 

subject means; dark red points, outliers. (a-b) Data are from 88 participants.
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Figure 4. 
Mediation analyses showing that brain regions exhibiting a stronger dose-response effect of 

painful heat in AA participants in the whole-brain analysis mediate the relationship between 

painful stimulus intensity and pain rating differently in the AA group compared to the HA 

and WA groups. (a) Path diagram and statistics for moderated, multi-level mediation 

analysis between painful stimulus intensity, the mPFC region from the whole-brain analysis, 

and trial-by-trial pain rating, moderated by participant ethnicity [AA - (HA +WA)]. The 

mPFC mediated the relationship between painful stimulus intensity and pain rating to a 

greater degree in the AA groups than in the HA and WA groups. (b) Path diagrams and 

statistics for three-path, multi-level mediation analyses between painful stimulus intensity, 

connectivity between the vmPFC and NAc regions from the whole-brain analysis, and trial-

by-trial pain rating in the AA and the non-AA (WA + HA) groups separately. Connectivity 

between the vmPFC and NAc mediated the relationship between painful stimulus intensity 

and pain rating in the AA group only. Path coefficients are listed for each path with standard 

errors in parentheses. Data are from 88 participants.
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Figure 5. 
Relationship between NAc activity and discrimination frequency. (a) NAc region from the 

whole-brain analysis identified as exhibiting a steeper dose-response effect of stimulus 

intensity on brain activity in AA participants. (b) Painful heat-related activity (parameter 

estimates) from this NAc region plotted as a function of discrimination frequency, with 

regression lines and standard error bands for each ethnic group. Average activity during 

painful heat within this NAc region increased with increasing discrimination frequency, and 

this relationship was stronger for the AA than non-AA (HA + WA) group. Dots indicate 

individual participants. Data are from the 83 participants who completed the discrimination 

frequency measure.
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Figure 6. 
Neurologic pain signature (NPS) responses to painful heat and relationship with pain rating 

across ethnic groups. (a) The NPS pattern, an a priori multivariate pattern of fMRI signal 

that is sensitive and specific to nociceptive physical pain31. (b) Mean NPS respopnse to each 

temperature of heat stimulation (left: line plot) and the difference between high and low heat 

stimulation (right: box plot) in each ethnic group. Error bars represent within-subject SEM. 

Box plot elements: red center line, median; box limits, upper and lower quartiles; whiskers, 

limits of non-outlier data; points matched to box shading, subject means; dark red points, 

outliers. NPS response values indicate the strength of the signature response pattern 

expression and are calculated by taking a dot-product of the NPS pattern weights and 

activation maps for each single heat trial. NPS responses increased with painful stimulus 

intensity across ethnic groups and neither the average NPS response nor the dose-response 

relationship with painful stimulus intensity statistically significantly differed between ethnic 

groups and we found substantial-strong evidence for their equivalence. (c) Path diagram 

from multi-level mediation analysis between painful stimulus intensity, NPS pattern 

expression during painful heat, and trial-by-trial pain rating moderated by participants’ 

ethnic group ([AA – (HA+ WA)]. The NPS mediated the relationship between painful 

stimulus intensity and pain rating and this effect did not statistically significantly differ 

between AA and non-AA (HA & WA) participants and we found substantial-strong evidence 

of its equivalence. Path coefficients are listed for each path with standard errors in 

parentheses. Data are from 88 participants.
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Table 1

Sample Characteristics

White American
a African American Hispanic American

Measure N or M(SD) N or M(SD) N or M(SD) χ2/F p

Analyzed Sample 30 28 30

Gender (f
b

) 15 14 15 0 1

Age 27.98 (3.97) 30.34 (7.74) 28.25 (4.64) 1.5 .23

Recruitment (IBG
c
) 16 11 15 1.24 .54

fMRI Sequence (MB
d
) 8 6 11 1.72 .42

Note: χ2 values are from Pearson’s Chi-squared tests comparing actual subject counts in each group for each measure to counts for perfectly 
balanced groups. F values are from linear models in R (command lm) for the ethnicity effect (coded as a three level factor) on each measure.

aWhite American = Non-Hispanic White American

bf = female, other participants in analyzed sample were male

cIBG = University of Colorado Boulder Institute for Behavioral Genetics, other recruitment source was Denver metro area Craigslist

dMB = Multiband (8 simultaneous slice acquisition, TR = .46 sec.), other fMRI sequence was standard (single slice acquisition, TR = 1.3 sec.)
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